This work is an analytical and numerical study of the composition of several fractals into one and of the relation between the composite dimension and the dimensions of the component fractals. In the case of composition of standard IFS with segments of equal size, the composite dimension can be expressed as a function of the component dimensions. But in the case of the compositions including component multifractals, the composite dimension cannot be expressed as explicit function of component dimensions and can only be solved numerically. An application of fractal composition to a physics problem within the incomplete statistics is discussed.
Introduction
A fractal is a geometrical set that typically displays self-similar patterns which may be exactly the same at every scale, or nearly the same at different scales [1, 2] . In general, the concept of fractal extends beyond self-similarity and includes the case of a pattern repeating itself. In the past several decades, fractal geometry has become a popular domain of mathematics and has found wide application to other scientific and technological domains. The reader can refer to ref. [1] for more details and relevant documents.
In this work, we focus on the mathematical operation of composing different fractals or Multifractals. By composition of fractals, we mean an operation to mix two or more fractals (Multifractals) in some manner to construct a single composite fractal or Multifractal with a given Minkowski-Bouligand's dimension. The mixing of different fractals can be performed in different manners by alternating the iterations of the component fractals. In this work, we consider several typical alternation of the component iterations. The main aim is to find the relationship between the dimensions of the component fractals and the dimension of the composite fractal. This question has been raised several years ago within a statistical theory called incomplete statistics (IS) which has been proposed by physical consideration in order to make statistics in fractal phase spaces [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
Composition of Standard IFS
An IFS (Iterated Function Systems) is a process repeated (iteration) until infinity, starting from a generator of given topological dimension replaced at each stage by a set of its copies. Each copy is scaled and translated by homothetic transformations. It can be rotated too. A standard IFS is an IFS in which all copies are generated by the same scale factor, and can be described by two numbers :
• N : the number of copies created at each stage from one copy of the previous stage with N ∈ N * .
• ρ : the scale factor applied on each copy. We have 0 < ρ < 1 verified in the following for any IFS case and any generalization.
Generation of an IFS
We start with the calculation of the fractal dimension for one standard IFS, taking for example the Koch curve (Fig.1) . The construction principle of this IFS results in an infinite curve length. Let C k,α be the content of the curve where α is its real dimension. A line corresponds to α = 1. An area to α = 2. For a fractal shape α is not necessarily an integer. Its value is equal to a critical value. Let β be the parameter of a test function defined in R + , α is determined as the limit case of two degenerate behaviours of β with the condition that the content is non zero and finite, a limit case between the following two behaviours:
At each stage of the iteration of an IFS, N copies are produced with a scale factor ρ from every previous copy. We start with an initial segment of length L 0 which is called the initiator or the form F 0 . Let's call F k the curve at the k th iteration.
. We can write :
0 . An IFS is only defined when k → ∞. To reach a finite content and obtain the real dimension α, it's necessary that α verifies N ρ α = 1 which can be written as ln N + α ln ρ = 0
which is the fractal dimension. In the case of 
Composition of 2 standard IFS
The generator of an IFS of equal segments can be expressed as a sequence of operations. In the case of Koch curve, these operations can be written as a sequence of angles 0,
Here we are interested in composing IFS in the following way: at each stage we apply once the transformation of the first IFS and once the transformation of the second IFS. If we want to compose Koch curve by a modified Koch curve with angle of π 4 , the composite IFS can be represented by
where each transformation is called a substage and a period of transformation is called a stage. Hence each stage is composed of a K π 4 substage and a K π 3 substage. The underline means the couple of transformations to be repeated until infinity. Each stage of the composite IFS produces respectively N 1 and N 2 copies with respectively scale factors ρ 1 and ρ 2 (Fig.2) . Hence at the first substage, N 1 copies are generated with a scale factor ρ 1 . And at the second substage N 2 copies are generated with a scale factor ρ 2 from each of the N 1 copies of the first substage. So at each stage k we have
To have a finite content when k → ∞, it's necessary that : N 1 N 2 (ρ 1 ρ 2 ) α = 1, which leads to :
The dimension of the composite IFS can be expressed as a function of the dimensions of the component IFS. Remember that each component IFS verifies the relation N i ρ αi i = 1 with i ∈ {1, 2} where α i is its dimension, we can write
and replace it in the above equation to give α = and :
The composite dimension is independent of the order of the substages of different IFS. Note that its expression is in the form of a barycentric average with positive coefficients ln ρ1 ln ρ1+ln ρ2 and ln ρ2 ln ρ1+ln ρ2 . Because of this average, we know that α lies between α 1 and α 2 . For Fig.2 , using Eq.(3), we can calculate
Composition of m standard IFS
This section describes how to obtain the dimension of a composite IFS composed of m different standard IFS with m substages in each stage of the iteration. Let T i be the transformation of the i th IFS, we can represent the composition with:
General Case
We make m substages with N i copies of scale factor ρ i for the substage i and 
When k → ∞, it's necessary that : 
for the stage k with k = 1 to 3. The composite dimension is α ≈ 1.12.
For the example in Fig.3 , from Eq. (7) : α = ln 2+ln 5+ln 4 ln 3+ln 3+ln 3 = ln 40 3 ln 3 ≈ 1.12. Because of the commutativity of the sum in Eq. (7). The dimension α is independent of the order of application of different transformations T i , with i ∈ [ [1, m] ] in a stage. The Eq. (7) is a generalization of the result obtained in Eq. (3) .
To express the composite dimension as a function of the component dimensions and scale factors, we use N i ρ αi i = 1 to replace N i in Eq. (7) and obtain
If the m component IFS have the same scale factor, we can write ρ i = ρ. This
which is an arithmetic average of the component dimensions.
We can also express the composite dimension as a function of the component dimensions and the number of copies of each substage N i . Let us take Eq. (7) and replace ρ i by
which can be recast as
where the inverse composite dimension is in the form of a barycentric average of the component dimension determined by the integer numbers N i . If the m component IFS have the same number of copies, we can write
i.e., the composed dimension is the harmonic average of the component dimensions. 
Composition of Multifractals

Composition of a standard IFS and a binary Multifractal
A binary Multifractal is constructed with two different scale factors r 1 and r 2 , with {r 1 , r 2 } < 1 and r αr 1 + r αr 2 = 1 [8] , where α r is the dimension of the binary Multifractal. In what follows, we focus on the composition of a binary Multifractal with a standard IFS. Fig.4 gives an example of composition of a binary Multifractal and a Koch curve. Each stage of the iteration is composed of two substages: one being the iteration of the binary Multifractal and another one is the iteration of the standard IFS. At the k th stage F k is composed of N k = 2 k N k copies. At a given scale, the length of a segment is δ k,p with p ∈ [[1, N k ]], so the total length of the curve
L 0 on the binary Multifractal [8] . Each segment of this length contains N k segments of length ρ k L 0 generated by the standard IFS. It is obvi-ous that at the k th stage we have
The total length of the curve is then:
The content of this form is given by:
in which the binomial expression is
Hence the content of order β reads:
The content must be finite when k → ∞, implying
This expression gives a unique α as the composite dimension of the curve. The dependence of α on the component dimension α ρ of the standard IFS can be shown as follows. α ρ verifying N ρ αρ = 1 ⇔ N = 1 ρ αρ , the above equation can be written as (r
However, in general it is impossible to introduce the Multifractal dimension α r . α should be obtained by numerical solution of the above two equations. Anyway, analytical solution of α from Eq. (11) is possible under special conditions. For example, one of these conditions is r 2 = r 
. More precisely we can find, on
The total length of the curve is :
The content of the curve is given by
with the binomial expression :
This content must be finite when k → ∞, implying
Expressing this in function of composing dimensions with the same tricks as for Eq. (7) and Eq.(11), we get
Where α ρ,i is the dimension of the standard IFS T i .
Composition of m standard IFS and a Multifractal
Now we focus on the composition of m different standard IFS and a Multifractal. ) and a Koch curve (N 1 = 4, ρ 1 = 1/3). This composition is represented by :
scale factors r j with r j < 1 and j ∈ [ [1, l] ]. An example of this composition is given in Fig.6 .
At the k th stage, on F k we find
. Let G be any set of integers {g 1 , g 2 , ..., g m } verifying :
For any set G that verifies Eq.(15), we can find, on a Multifractal,
At the k th stage, on the F k form, we have
Then the total length is :
Now let us calculate the content of order α on F k :
We have here a multinomial expansion.
It leads to :
When k → ∞ the content remains finite with the dimension verifying :
Composition of m Multifractals
Composite dimension
In this section we study the composition of m different Multifractals. Each one of these Multifractals is defined by l i scale factors with i ∈ [ [1, m] ] corresponding to the sets of scale factors from each one of the m Multifractals. At the k th stage,
We note G i any set of integers {g i,1 , g i,2 , · · · , g i,li } that verifies:
For any set G i that verifies Eq.(20):
We can find
The total length of the F k form is given by:
The content of order β of the form F k is:
This is the form of a product of multinomial expansions.
The content is recast as:
Because the content is finite when k → ∞, we have
As all r i,j < 1, the expression is strictly decreasing so there is a unique α which satisfies Eq.(21). Since Multifractal is a general case of fractals, Eq.(21) is a general formula of composite dimension for all compositions.
Borders of the composite dimension
Since the composition of m Multifractals is a generalization of the composition of m standard IFS, it is reasonable to think of the existence of borders for the composite dimension such as min(α i )
. This can be proved . Then all f i are strictly decreasing functions so:
But from Eq.(21), we know that
f i (α) = 1. This is a contradiction, hence we must have
We can conclude that the composite dimension is always between the minimum and the maximum of component dimensions for any composition.
Periodically alternating composition of IFS
The results presented above concerns the compositions performed by alternating the iterations of component fractals one after another, meaning that in each stage of the composite iteration, the number of substages is equal to the number of different component fractals. In what follows, we will study a more general case where, in a stage of the composite iteration, each component fractal is repeated several times following by repeating the iteration of another component fractals.
For 2 standard IFS
Consider two component IFS producing in each iteration N 1 and N 2 copies of factor ρ 1 and ρ 2 , respectively. At each stage of the composition, we apply n 1 times the first scaling and n 2 times the second scaling. So each stage is composed of n = n 1 + n 2 substages. In the following Figure, we apply once Cantor and twice Koch transformation in each stage as represented by the following sequence:
We can use Eq. (7) to find the composite dimension as if we had n = n 1 + n 2 different substages (component fractals):
It is clear that in each stage of n substages, there are n 1 times the first scaling and n 2 times the second one. Hence we have 
Hence we conclude that the composite dimension is independent of the order of substages in a stage if n 1 and n 2 are given. Consequently, the example in Fig.7 has the same dimension as the following sequence:
Further more, the order of substages can be different from one stage to another without affecting the composite dimension if n 1 and n 2 are given. Hence the following sequence has the same composite dimension as in Fig.7 .
Cantor [1/3,1/3] by Koch π 3 = KCK CKK KKC CKK KCK · · ·
For m standard IFS
In this part we will extend the case of a periodic composition of 2 standard IFS to m IFS, by applying n i times one of the m IFS to produce N i segments of length factor ρ i . For example we can make a composition of 3 standard IFS whose iterations are represented by T 1 , T 2 and T 3 , respectively. T 1 is repeated n 1 = 3 times, T 2 n 2 = 2 times and T 3 n 3 = 1 times. Hence there are 6 substages in each stage of the composition. The composition can be represented by the following sequence:
So in general each stage is composed of m i=1 n i = n substages. By using Eq. (7), we obtain
If all n i are the same, we find Eq.(7). It is obvious that the composite dimension, for given IFS, depends on the number of repetition of each IFS in each stage of the composition.
For m Multifractals
We can also make, in the same way as above, periodic composition for Multifractals. Each one of the m Multifractals is applied n i times in each stage of the composition. The total number of substages is then m i=1 n i = n. For example, 3 Multifractals, M 1 , M 2 and M 3 , are composed periodically. Suppose n 1 = 1, n 2 = 2 and n 3 = 3. There are 6 substages in each stage of the composition. The sequence is :
The general formula for this composition is:
Because the relation is commutative, the composite dimension does not depend on the order of the different substages. It depends only on the numbers n i .
Application
How to get a dimension close to a rational number
Starting with an initial IFS of any dimension, we can get a composite IFS with dimension as close as we want to a rational number. Consider an IFS which creates N 1 copies at each iteration with a scale factor ρ 1 . It is composed with another IFS defined by N 2 = n a1 copies with a scale factor ρ 2 = 1 n a 2 where {n, a 1 , a 2 } ∈ N * . The composite dimension α is given by
ln n a 1 + 1
So it is possible to get a dimension as near as possible (depending on n) to a rational number a1 a2 .
Connection with Incomplete Statistics
Suppose now that A and B compose a composite Multifractal C in the way described in section 3.4, we naturally have r i,j = r i r j and, at k stage, which is the incomplete normalization for the composite systems. Hence the hypothesis of the incomplete joint probability made in the context of nonextensive statistics [11] is supported from the point of view of fractal composition presented in this work.
If a system S is composed of m independant subsystems {A, B, ..., M } with {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l m } the indices of the probability distributions of the subsystems, from Eq.(21), we can write 
Conclusion
In this work, we have studied the composition of fractals. The composition is performed by alternating the iterations of the component fractals in a certain manner. We have studied composition with several possible alternations and calculated the dimension of the composite fractals.
• In the case of the composition of different standard IFS, the composite dimension can be expressed in the form of barycenter or average of component dimensions.
• For Multifractals, the composite dimension can be expressed in a generalized Moran equation which can be solved numerically to find the composite dimension.
• It is proved that, in general, the composite dimension is bounded by the minimum and maximum of the component dimensions, and independent of the order of different substages in a stage.
We would like to mention that the composite dimensions found in this work are true for fractals which do not have overlapping segments. This point has been discussed in [12] . If there is overlapping, the composite dimensions presented here constitute upper bounds for the real dimension of overlapping figures. In this work we have focused on the composition by simple and regular alternation of the iterations of the component fractals. The same method can be extended to more complicated cases where the number of substages changes with the increasing iteration or where the occurrence of substages is probabilist. This work is in progress.
